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PROGRAM

University Singers

JESHUA FRANKLIN, conductor
HYOKYOUNG BYUN, assistant conductor and piano

Sing dem Herrn  
Michael Praetorius (1571-1621)/arr. Wallace DePue

Sing to the Lord! Alleluia!
We all love Him, praise to His name.
Sing it with tambourine and harp.

Va, pensiero (from Nabucco)  
Giuseppe Verdi (1813-1901)

Fly, thought, on wings of gold; go settle upon the slopes and the hills,
where, soft and mild, the sweet airs of our native land smell fragrant!

Greet the banks of the Jordan and Zion's toppled towers...
Oh, my country so lovely and lost! Oh, remembrance so dear and so fraught with despair!

Golden harp of the prophetic seers, why dost thou hang mute upon the willow?
Rekindle our bosom's memories, and speak of times gone by!

Mindful of the fate of Jerusalem, either give forth an air of sad lamentation,
or else let the Lord imbue us with fortitude to bear our sufferings!

The Lake Isle of Innisfree  
David L. Brunner (b. 1953)

HYOKYOUNG BYUN, conductor
MELISSA THORNE, piano

Under the Sea (from The Little Mermaid)  
Howard Ashman & Alan Menken/arr. Alan Billingsley

Women's Choir

WENDY MOY, conductor
MELISSA THORNE, piano

Antiphon: Caritas habundant in omnia  
Hildegard of Bingen (1098-1179)

Love flows down to all things, most exalted from the depths up to the stars,
and most loving toward all, for she gave the highest king the kiss of peace.

Lift Thine Eyes (from Elijah)  
Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy (1809-1847)

SMALL ENSEMBLE

Sesere eeye  
Traditional song from Torres Strait Islands

I'm Goin' Up a Yonder  
Walter Hawkins (1949-2010)/arr. Martin Sirvatka

LAUREN MARTIN, soloist
Suscepit Israel (from *Magnificat in D*)  
J. S. Bach (1685-1750)

*He has helped His servant Israel, remembering His mercy.*

Old American Songs  
The Little Horses  
Small Ensemble  
Ching-A-Ring Chaw  
Aaron Copland (1900-1990)

Chamber Singers  
Dr. Geoffrey Boers, conductor  
Jeremiah Cawley, assistant conductor

Villarosa Sarialdi  
Thomas Jennefelt (b. 1954)

chOirland  
David Fennessy (b. 1976)

Desh  
An Indian Raga/arr. Ethan Sperry (b. 1971)

Pseudo-Yoik  
Jaako Mäntyjärvi (b. 1963)

Combined Choirs  
Wendy Moy, conductor

Homeland (“Jupiter’s Theme” from *The Planets*)  
Gustav Holst (1874-1934)  
arr. Z. Randall Stroope (b. 1953)

I vow to thee, my country, all earthly things above,  
Entire and whole and perfect, the service of my love;  
The love that asks no question, the love that stands the test,  
That lays upon the altar the dearest and the best;  
The love that never falters, the love that pays the price,  
The love that makes undaunted the final sacrifice.

Though the road has bends and turns, and my spirit suffers, humans fail, systems fail, shadows fall.  
But the ruts run deep, cut by the blood of faces above, and voices now silent...  
But the message loud is heard: “Homeland., homeland, renew your youth, restore your soul!”

Homeland, the country that I love, hold out your arms to me.  
I strive for you, and give to you the best I hope to be.  
May your wisdom be your armour, your compassion be your sword;  
May your strength be forged with mercy, your courage lives restore.

Homeland, the country that I love, forever reign supreme:  
And when time stands still, my homeland, may heaven hold your dream.  
My homeland, be my dream, my hope. Homeland, homeland!
PERSONNEL

University Singers

**SOPRANO**
- Mary Ahrens
- Saemi Chang
- Stephanie Chien
- Kelsey Engstrom
- Devin Erickson*
- Keara Haley
- Jennifer Hicks
- Emily Hsu
- Jennie Huang
- Saori Ichikawa
- Jessica Junk
- Kyrsten Kennaugh
- Katie Kim
- Ellen Tung Lee
- Jessie Li
- Fan Liu
- Kate Marks
- Genessa Matthews
- Roxanne Moore
- Kelly Nealson
- Angela Oberti*
- Tiep Pham
- Holli Sisson
- Yoon Jae Song
- Ylan Le To
- Nguyen-Trinh Binh Tran
- Laura Treat
- Rachel Van Rijn
- Thu Thao Vo
- Cassie Wong
- Da Som Yoon
- Maggie Zhen

**ALTO**
- Staci Bradshaw
- Nicolle Butler
- Kay Yu Yuan Chai
- Liz Cummings*
- Amanda DeLateur
- Katelyn Dempsey
- Shelby Hatzinger
- Laura Kammerdiener
- Chenying Lai
- Hannako Lambert
- Venus Lee
- Marika Lemmons
- Janel Middleton
- Fitsum Misgano
- Hanna Oh
- Kelsi Penewit
- Angel Sta Teresa*
- Anyi Sun
- Leanna Swane
- Kelly Ann Todani
- Elaine Wang
- Emily Wing
- Cherie Young
- Alexa Zastko

**TENOR**
- Andrew Amodei
- King Yiu Scott Cheung
- Byung Yoon Chung
- Zhiqian Gui
- Travis Huynh*
- Jack Liu
- Tomas Martinez
- Sullivan Valaer
- Yang Yu

**BASS**
- Hua Cao
- Chak Ho Choi
- Thomas Greene
- Brandon Klett*
- Zijian Li
- Liem Limanto
- Peter Madsen
- Colin Smith
- Kaiwen Sun
- Kenny Umetsu
- Ten Zhang

*denotes section leader
Women's Choir

**SOPRANOS**

Evan Adams*
Teos Bisbee*
Deanna de Boer
Ka Kei Cheung
Anneliese Cook*
Erika Doan
Madeline Eiden
Devin Erickson
Nancy Erickson
Lexa Galanti
April Greenwell
Deyanira Gualdrón*
Zeesoo Han
Adrianna Ibrahim*
Saori Ichikawa
Joanne Li*
Nissa Limbach*
An Chi Angel Lin
Lummy Lin
Barbara MacDonald*
Lauren Martin*
Lynn McMurdie*
Lyudmila Nikolenko
Johonna Nutter
Chelsea Short-Morin
Nicolle Simon*
Nevada Smith
Kathryn Steakley*
Zara Steinhart
Yu-Han Su
Nancy Thomas*
Isolde Le Trong
Thuthao Vo
Marissa Wood*
Menglu Wu*
Chaofan Zhang
Mengqiao Bai
Gwynedh Baisden
Katie Beyer
Qin Hui (Grace)
Chong*
Stephanie Conte
Aurora Gangan*
Nicole Harrel
Jennifer Huang*
So-Yoon Jang
Cerise Knakal
Hyun San Lee
May Lim
Chenbing Liu
Serena Loftus
Kirsten Lucero
Wan-li Lui*
Caryl Lynch
Jayne Lynch
Elizabeth Merten*

**ALTOS**

Rebecca Miller
Courtney Nelson*
Josy Nichols*
Phuong-Cac Nguyen*
Josette Pierre-Antoine*
Kaija Reinelt
Daniella S Rizo*
Norma Jean Schwab
Boram Seo
Saeom Seo
Longyu Shangkuan
Sweta Suryanarayan
Christine Sverchek
Mollie Tarte
Alexis Thompson*
Qianyue Wang
Maya Wong
Se Ah Yoon
Yi Zhang

*Small Ensemble
+Section Leader

Chamber Singers

**SOPRANO**

Ila Faubion
Rachel Kim
Elizabeth Knopp
Elizabeth Maroon
Wendy Moy
Aryn O’Halek
Sarah Patterson
Ellen Pepin
Kyra Settle
Melissa Thorne
Melanie West

**ALTO**

Nina Alden
Janessa Anderson
Sylvia Baba
Hyokyoun Byun
Danya Clevenger
Jenni Cole
Maren Haynes
Elaine Hruby
Sarah Marroquin

**TENOR**

Tim Blok
Jeremiah Cawley
Jeshua Franklin
Deryl Harter
Christopher Howerter
Kris Jenkins
Pyoung Kim
Nathan Rengstorff
Brandon Wright

**BASS**

Daniel Berndt
Desmond Cheng
Yuly Kopkin
Todd Lien
Isaiah Lin
Jason Lin
Chris Raastad
Jeremiah Selvey
Greg Starr
Nic Steltzer
Philip Tschopp
## Orchestra

**VIOLIN I**  
Robin Enders, *concertmistress*  
Minsum Kim  
Rose McIntosh

**VIOLIN II**  
MeeAe Hong, *principal*  
Michelle McKenzie  
Ylan Phan  
Constance Shepherd

**VIOLA**  
Julia King, *principal*  
Mara Sedlins  
Yi Zhou

**CELLO**  
Karen Helseth, *principal*  
Karen Fardal

**BASS**  
Bryan Kolk

**FLUTE**  
Melissa Thorne  
Shelley Moine

**OBOE**  
Chris Aagaard  
Alyssa Sibbers

**CLARINET**  
Chris Vaughn  
Kaila Eason

**BASSOON**  
David Swanson

**HORN**  
Barb Jensen  
Gabrielle Jones  
Nathan Rengstorf

**TRUMPET**  
Nicole Secula  
Zach MacIntyre  
Chris Clarke

**TROMBONE**  
Danny Helseth  
Jeremiah Cawley  
Masa Ohtake

**TUBA**  
Seth Tompkins

**PERCUSSION**  
Ginny Bear